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Will try to be succinct about this, though by the end of this article, you will see how I have
failed! But, effort counts and by the end of the article, regardless of whether you agree or even
think I deserve to share the air you breathe, you will hopefully know what to look for when
looking into what should be one of the most consequential elections of modern mankind for
many years to come.
President Trump, love him, loathe him but one thing is undeniable – there is no way someone
has no opinion about him. One thing that many have not settled in their minds is that he will
be running the US and shaping the world after 3rd November 2020. This is not to be taken
laughingly. Contrary to what the TV talking heads, the most vocal person at the kitchen in
your work office or even the raging protesters in the BLM demonstrations/riots are saying,
people in the US are not going to openly tell you that they will vote Republican at the polls in
three months time. And, many of them will even lavish at the thought of ticking this in the
booth, walking out and watching the votes being counted after the polls close.
What are the issues that the US people will ultimately vote for? If you know your history and
are pragmatic about world affairs, rather than be a dogmatic idealist in bringing world peace,
uniting people in lovey-dovey whatever (the world is not the sandpit in kindergarten, sheesh!),
people vote for what’s in it for them – a stable job, a safe neighbourhood, savings in the bank
account and hope that they will not be starving when they are too old to work. It is the
economy, law and order and safe neighbourhoods. On that front, the Trump administration
has a way better track record than the Democrats. And speaking of the Democrats, they may
have the Biden-Harris nomination now, but by the time you read this, I have a feeling it might
be someone else. More on that later…
Why is the Trump administration able to secure the confidence of the people in these, even as
polls on TV tell you otherwise? Because even the polls are sampled with bias using past data,
and also because many who are surveyed who would vote Republican will either not disclose
or they even decide to troll the pollsters just to see the repeat of 2016 in three months’ time!
But more specifically, the Trump administration has undeniably shown themselves, prior to
the pandemic, that they could bring jobs back to the US (including manufacturing), reduce
unemployment to below 4% (fake economic statistics by the way, but this is the measure they
was used to evaluate the US for 30 years, if you want real statistics, go to
www.shadowstats.com). You will also find that real income levels have actually been steadily
rising during the last four years, so households are better off since they have better purchasing
power. Also, the media used to say that the economy is good if the stock market indices are
looking good. And, since President Trump took office, the Dow Jones and S&P 500 have
broken records, at its peak more than doubling the level since he took office. Despite the
pandemic with the market crash, the indices are still some 50% above the level in early 2017.
Now, how exactly did the markets move up and not crash again since March 2020? The secret
is in a deft move by the Trump administration in the pandemic. The US Constitution grants

the President virtually unlimited power if and when all 50 states declare a state of emergency
by their governors. This occurred in the pandemic and President Trump was granted
unlimited power. Unlike what many of his enemies had hoped he would do which is to seize
power and be a dictator, he handed the governors the authority to manage their own states in
the pandemic. He implemented the Defence Production Act that further boosted
manufacturing – focusing on healthcare goods, ventilators, testing kits and therapeutic
products. His most strategic and amazing move is that he managed to nullify the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 by nationalising the Federal Reserve (owned by Wall Street banks and
European banking families, not conspiracy theory but nice try!) and hence transforming the
US into the biggest creditor nation on earth, from once the biggest debtor nation on earth.
Long story short, the US government can now balance its budget merely by creating currency
without debt and also reduce or even cancel taxes on its people as long as they spend their
currency in development that brings positive returns. Thus, the currency can be used to create
infrastructure, boost economic activity without debasing it to 0 (although eventually someone
without scruples will use it for this very purpose, such is human nature).
The nationalising of the Federal Reserve means President Trump has temporarily crashproofed the US economy and he can now focus on increasing jobs and GDP at least into the
election season. This makes him virtually invincible. No government loses when the economy
is strong, unless the government blunders or falls on its sword. And those thinking President
Trump is stupid enough to do so because you are taught by the mocking media, the real stupid
one is actually… I’ll leave it here!
Now, there are other aspects as to why President Trump is going to win without much
difficulty this November is because his opponents have shown themselves to be not only
failures in trying to take him down but also hopelessly corrupt. The Russian investigation, the
impeachment of President Trump over Ukraine, the Black Lives Matter protests and the
pandemic of the Wuhan-coronavirus have actually all backfired on his enemies. The Russian
investigation has now turned to biting the Obama administration who orchestrated with
intelligence agencies to create fake dossiers and evidence to accuse the Trump campaign of
colluding with Russia (wait till Lt General Flynn being officially exonerated for lights, camera
and action). The Ukrainian scandal has actually backfired to expose the Biden family and their
family interests in Burisma holdings, as well as also a trail that will lead to Wuhan, China
(order your popcorn), the Black Lives Matter protests expose the Democratic governors and
mayors to be so politically inept they will let their own regions burn in the hope that this will
show President Trump to be a racist bigot (what logic is this?!). And, the pandemic will expose
the Congress and the public health officials of their very cosy and corrupt relationship of lobby
funding, profits-over-people medicine and the callousness of 5 state governors (New York’s
Gov Cuomo, Michigan’s Gov Whitmer, California’s Gov Newsom, New Jersey’s Gov Murphy
and Pennsylvania’s Gov Wolf – surprise surprise, all Democrats) who botched their policies
in order to pump up mortality rates in nursing homes and unnecessarily lockdown their states
for longer. By the way, the states with the longest and most restrictive lockdown periods
emerge with the weakest economies. Who will these people vote for come November? Note
three are deep blue states (California, New York and New Jersey) before and the other two

(Michigan and Pennsylvania) are battleground states. Between these five states are 134
electoral votes. And President Trump might be taking all these. Add to that the riot states of
Washington, Oregon, Illinois as well and that is another 39, all of these also Democrat
strongholds. That’s 173 out of 538 electoral votes that may have become President Trump’s
loot because of policies that backfired and positions they have held that cause their own
supporters to abandon them (we are seeing many Democrat-controlled city residents now
expressing anger over how their own neighbourhoods are being destroyed while the
Democrat governors and mayors continue to stall on controlling the riots).
Now there is of course the arrests of Jeffrey Epstein and Ghislaine Maxwell in the mix. This is
the more “conspiracy corner” side of things. However, this could be the part that brings down
the Hollywood and media industries given they are tied to this, just check out Harvey
Weinstein and Kevin Spacey. I think some bombshells will be dropped and I will leave that
aside though because while it will turn some voters away from the Democrats and to the
Republicans, it is probably more a cherry and icing on top.
Onto the Democrat ticket. Joe Biden, JOE “So many gaffes I am safest in my home away from
the public” BIDEN.. are you freaking serious, people? And, how about Kamala Harris, the
woman who was a leading contender who got torpedoed by 2 minutes from Tulsi Gabbard at
the Democratic debates and dropped out before 2020 arrived? This is what they are sending
up this year? Hilarious if you believe this. But, come the Democrat National Convention, if
they don’t have a brokered convention where they pick someone more formidable than these
two, then it is quite a shoe-in for President Trump. The combination of personal and
professional scandals behind Former VP Biden (Burisma, Russian collusion scandal, the whole
Obama administration with Libya, ISIS, Ukraine/Maidan incident, Iran nuclear deal, list goes
on and also his own rape allegations too) will probably mean he could be an osmium albatross
around his own neck. Oh… and with Biden, there must be the Obamas in tow. Remember our
lovable half-African-American President that everybody is supposed to love because it was a
scandal-free two terms? Well, there’s a couple of his officials facing Senate hearings now, and
some are likely to be indicted by Special Prosecutor John Durham who has been investigating
the origins of the Russian collusion hoax.
The Democrat ticket is actually not so much a serious campaign given the way things have
emerged (again, if you watch TV news and the media commentary, you would not be able to
read up to here because this article is so infuriatingly insane and reeks of far-right tin-foil hat
wearing baloney) as it is actually two spots for the two most valuable players in the Democrat
team who do not want to go to jail. So, I have a feeling it is Michelle Obama and Hillary Clinton
running. They are there with the boxes ticked on diversity and intersectionality (women,
coloured, progressive), Michelle seems to be scandal-free and embraced by many in the US
(I’ll sit back and watch) so she is probably the strongest person that they can muster. As for
Hillary? Well, she has the political experience to help steer the campaign. Plus, Hillary, she
has a whole host of things that if she was hauled to the Senate for questioning under oath,
many more would be in danger because they put their money and confidence in her. So, put
her on the ticket so if evidence starts leaking, she has the “this is a political attack” card to
hold up.

One other subtle but significant threat in the horizon for the Democrats – Kanye “Yeezy” West.
While he is late in the run, he will siphon out some of the black votes from the Democrats
directly in the handful of states he runs (some being Democrat states) and some indirectly.
Kanye has shown himself to be no-holds-barred on telling the dark truth behind systemic
racism and media bias against the black population, which is actually more perpetrated by
the Democrats (Planned Parenthood, the racism card, KKK, welfare under the Johnson
administration in 1963-1969, etc.). And the Democrats need the African-American vote, which
they will quite likely lose this time.
So, my views about the US election outcomes are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

President Trump to win at least 400 electoral votes, potentially winning 45 to all 50 states,
though Washington DC is maybe going to stay blue.
President Trump winning over 50% popular vote.
Joe Biden not being the Democrat candidate. He was nominated, but likely will be
replaced as signs of his health decline continue or his debate performance is abysmal (if
he even debates, as his party is arguing for no debates).
Democrat ticket – Michelle Obama and Hillary Clinton.
Republicans taking formerly Democrat stronghold states of California, Illinois, New York,
New Jersey, Washington, Oregon and possibly Hawaii, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Rhode Island and Delaware.

All opinions are my own and please respect my privacy even if you do not agree with my
views. Also, you are encouraged to research on claims that I make so much so to help you
form your own decisions. I may be wrong on some aspects and I am accountable to myself for
that. Please ensure you can stand by your views.

